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- No collectıve plan 

- No collectıve space 

- No collectıve gain 
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STRATEGY 

 
-     Reveal and bring into play valuable historical elements 

- Unite smaller plots to form an integrated vision of the area 

- Create new public space and generate addresses around it 
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Göztepe Train Station 1925 



Göztepe Train Station 2000 



Göztepe Train Station 2015 





Bostancı Train Station Maltepe Train Station Erenköy Train Station 

Feneryolu Train Station Göztepe Train Station Kartal Train Station 

Pendik Train Station Süreyya Plajı Train Station Suadiye Train Station 



voices 



I think train station 
should be opened. I am 
happy to live here. I don’t 
want the historical 
texture to be changed. 



I don’t want any new constructions 
to be built. I want train station to be 
opened again. I am working at 
Göztepe since 30 years . If they open 
train station my works will be better. I 
think Göztepe is changing many 
places one demolished. 



Train station should be 
operated. I am unhappy 
about traffic and because of 
this people should use train. 
There is action at the 
location where tradesmen 
are so, it will be good if there 
is a train station working. 



Train station shouldn’t be destroyed, it should be 
opened. I am satisfied with the location of 
Göztepe but I am not happy about absence of 
train . I am living in Gebze and I have to use car to 
get Göztepe. I am working  at Göztepe for 30 
years. I am the biggest victim here. If you open the 
station , I will give one of my salary to you. 



Train station should be 
rebuilt. I am pleased to 
live in Göztepe. It will 
be very beneficial , ıf 
train station is built 
again. 

GOZTEPE PEOPLE WANT TRAIN STATION TO BE PRESERVED 
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